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American Civil Liberties Union
Contacted To Aid GLF Cause

SMOG KILLSThat’s what the words on the masks say.
These SJS students demonstrate their attitude toward
air pollution in anticipation of next week’s Survival
Faire. The week-long event will feature speakers, panels,

a -hunger diet" in the cafeteria, and other events centered on the environmental crisis. Survival Faire buttons
are on sale now in the College Union.

Plans for Survival Faire Shift
Into High Gear as Opening Nears
By CRAIG TURNER
Daily Assistant Editor
Organizers for Survival Faire have
shifted into high gear as the Monday
opening date draws nearer.
Most panels, workshops, and speakers have been confirmed and the concentration at Survival Faire headquarters is moving to a massive public
relations landslide for the opening.
Buttons bearing the Faire’s symbol,
the earth caught in a vise, and shares
in the 1970 automobile that will be
buried in front of Tower Hall Friday
are on sale at the College Union. Ten
cents buys the button, and a one dollar
donation gives one a shTire of the car.
The week-long program, emphasizing
the gravity of environmental problems,
has attracted national attention, and
representatives of the three Major television networks, and several eastern
newspapers will cover it.
Events are scheduled from 9:30 a.m.
until past 10 p.m., Monday through
Friday of next week. Two panels feat-

Probationary
Students Get
A Reprieve
ThOSt
sItulen1,; NVIII1 I hotatht they
might be placed on probation or disqualified. after a less than successful
fall semester, but found themselves in
good academic standing, are not yet
out of the water.
Students will be placed on probation
and perhaps disqualified but not until
the semester has begun.
Caught up in the wave of troubles
that resulted from the failings of computer registration, the registrars’ office
was simply not able to get grades processed in time to determine the academic status of individual students.
However, as soon as grades are adequately processed those students who
are found to be below SJS academic
standards will be individually counseled
in order to determine what is best for
the student.
If it appears that a student will he
able to meet the academic requirements by the end of the spring semester he will he allowed to stay. but
If improvement is unlikely the student
could be advised to leave the school.

uring prominent ecologists and conservationists will highlight each day, Monday through Thursday. Workshops will
conclude each day’s activities.
Continuing throughout the week will
be a film festival and a "hunger diet,"
available in the cafeteria. The latter
consists of a bowl of brown rice and
a cup of tea. It will serve to dramatise
the typical meal of some two-thirds of
the world’s people,

Some 50 films have been entered in
the festival according to Pete Ellis,
Faire director.
The climax of the Faire will be Friday when the new automobile will be
buried. All students and members of
the college community are being urged
to ride a bicycle to school that day.
Survival Faire is a project of SJS
Humanities 160 class, and is administered anti organized by students.

A.S. Judiciary To Discuss
SDS Fate Tomorrow Night
The fate of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) may be deliberated tomorrow if the Associated Students (A.S.) Judiciary meets at 7 p.m.
in the council chambers of the College
Union.
A.S. Judiciary was scheduled to meet
Monday but was postponed when they
failed to reach a quorum. The meeting
was tentatively scheduled for Thursday night.
SDS is appealing a decision made
last semester by the Student Activities
Board (SARI. The SAD authorized the
SDS to exist only as an authorized
student organization and to pass out
literature in its own name. The SDS
is restricted from exercising all other
privileges granted a recognized campus
organization for 10 months.
In June of last year, the SDS was
found guilty of "disorderly and unethical conduct, and of misuse of state
property." The vote was 4-2. The SAB
also, unanimously, found the group in
violation of the SJS Statement of Student Rights and Responsibilities.
The action to restrict the organization came as the result of the SDS
participation in an unauthorized demonstration at MacQuarrie Hall during
Police Week in May of last year. SDS
set up a picture tx)ard next to Police
Week tables at the MacQuarrie Hall
quad.
Appeal of the decision to restrict
the group was made on a procedural
violation charge by sns. The SDS
claims that the decision was released
to newspapers (San Jose Mercury and
San Francisco Chronicle I before the
final decision was reached by Dr. William J. Dusel, executive vice-president.
lii earlier testimony before the A.S.

Judiciary, Ron Harbeck, speaking for
the SDS, stated that SDS had a right
to be at MacQuarrie Hall to present
both sides of the police question. He
also explained that SDS was refused
a permit for its demonstration before
it ever applied for one.

Calendar
Film
Today
Classic series at
Santa Clara University: "High Noon"
and "Off-On." 7:311 In Nobill 7.
Fill lllll re West pr.’Thursday The
(’ministry Joe :Ind the FM, The
Sons, and Area Code 615 through the
15th.
Friday Spartan Oritwel Fun Nite,
PER 101 5:30-9:30 p.m. No admission
charged.
Friday Flicks, "The Loved One,"
Morris Dailey Auditorium, 7 and 10
p.m. Admission 50 cents.
San Jose Civic Light Opera presents
"The Fantastiekn" at 8:30 p.m. in
Montgomery Theatre. Reserved seats
only. R1111,11t performance on Saturday
night.
Saturday Co-Ree,
PER Building,
12:30-4:30 p.m. A. H. Skhy and Robert
Savage Group are featured at a donee
In the College Union at 9 p.m. Admission will he eharged, and no one under
18 win he admitted.
The Foothill Simpliony perfonsix ist
8:L: 9.m. in the Foothill College Gym.
Art Shown running through Friday
include an ....HMI by Claude Kent in
the Art Department Gallery, and one
hyI its r:t La Fa Ill,’ in the Union Foyer.

By ELLEN BEVIER
Daily Investigative Reporter
The Gay Liberation Front will take
its case for official college recognition
to the next meeting of the local chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union.
In anticipation of Friday’s statement
by Acting President Hobert Burns denying the group recognition, the GLF
appeared before an earlier ACLU
meeting.
The group, concerned with the problems of homosexuals, was told to return
to the ACLU if its request was denied.
according to GLF representative Pat
Jackson.
In his statement, Dr. Burns said that
official recognition could not be
granted.
"I cannot commit the resources and
reputation of San Jose State College
to sponsor activities of doubtful academic benefit and certain public discredit," he explained.
The group’s objectives are to communicate "through all of the educational processes, both to the gay and
straight communities, as to what are
the myths and realities of homosexual
life.
"The academic community must
realize the intelligence of students and
take advantage of student awareness to
make colleges and universities relevant
sources of education," commented Miss
Jackson.
"The GLF Ls just part of the total
liberation thing going on. How can you
refuse to recognize something so obviously there?"
A report prepared by the General
Counsel for the College Trustees states
that "Valid distinctions can be made on
the basis of homosexuality . . . the
college president is certainly entitled
to decide that a homosexual club,
while perhaps a pioneering idea on the
college scene, is not an endeavor in
which he should invest the college
resources."
The General Counsel’s office concluded that the issue was not whether
a "homosexual club may exist off the
campus as a non-recognized student
association, nor whether a student who
is a homosexual can be prevented from

Will CUBG
Change Rules
For Dances?
The College Union Board of Governors (CUBG) is considering a Policy
change concerning the admission of
persons under 18 years old to dances
held in the College Union.
In its meeting tomorrow at 3 p.m. in
the Pacheco Room of the Student
Union, the CUBG will discuss a motion
to exclude 18-year-old non -students
from all dances held in the Union.
The motion, which was moved and
tabled in the last CUBG meeting, is
similar to the policy adopted by the
College Union Program Board, which
no longer admits non-students under 18
to its dances.
During tomorrow’s meeting the CUBG is inviting interested groups and
organizations to present their views
concerning the proposed policy change.
In the past, according to College Union
Director Ron Barrett, several organizations have depended upon the attendance of high school students for the
success of their dances.
The College Union games area no
longer admits persons under 18 unless
accompanied by an adult or San Jme
State student.

Intercultural Party
Foreign and American students are
invited to a party at college Intercultural Center’s new location, 292 So. 9th
St. The party celebrates the spring
opening of the Intercultural Center.
will provide a chance for students, new
and old, to get acquainted, dance and
have fun together. The Intercultural
Steering Committee is sponsoring the
event which will begin at 7:30 p.m.
Friday,

attending the college or even being
employed by it.
"Instead, the question is simply
whether San Jose State College may
lawfully exercise its discretion to deny
campus recognition to the San Jose
Gay Liberation Front, In our opinion,
it may do so."
The GLF’s request came to Dr.
Burns after the Associated Students
Student Council voted unanimously to
grant the controversial group organization status.
The GLF representative raised the
possibility that by refusing the group’s
request a precedent might have been
established in regard to other student
originated ideas.
"It’s not just putting down the GLF.

Ad Hoc Committee
Questions Interviews
An open invitation has been extended
by the Presidential Ad Hoc Committee
to faculty and students to express
themselves regarding the question of
on -campus interviewing. Committee
Chairman C. Dean Newnan of the
School of Engineering, yesterday stated
that the purpose of the committee appointed by President Burns is to consider the broad question of interviews
by employers on the campus.
"In order to introduce opinions and
throughts of interested members of the
college community into this committee’s considerations, position papers,
both pro and con, are invited from any
interested student or faculty member,"
said Prof, Newnan. These statements
can be submitted for consideration at
any time prior to Feb. 20 and should
be addressed to Prof. Newnan, E 139.
This committee of faculty and students has been requested by the president of the college to consider the
broad question of on-campus interviewing and recruiting by government, education and industry.

The way Dr. Burns’ statement reads It
is also a denial of student initiated
ideas in the future."
The General Counsel’s report indicates that while the college should
have considerable discretion over the
recognition of student groups, "there
are limitations on the authority of the
college president" in this area. He
cannot, for example, discriminate as to
race, religion or national origin.
"Nor may he refuse recognition of a
club without any rational basis whatsoever," the report said
Dr. Burns agreed that the college
does have an obligation to concern
itself with major social problems but
said educational benefits sought by the
GLF could be best achieved through
professional classroom instruction
under the "careful guidance of competent, objective and academically qualified teachers rather than student led
activities."
Miss Jackson feels that community
reaction has been good and the group
is planning to hold encounter sessions
at a local Unitarian Church, adding
that the group will not fall apart because it didn’t receive recognition.
The GLF constitution states that the
group will work toward the abolishment of all "legislative sexual repression." Dr. Burns indicated that this
goal could be best "pursued as a private organization off campus."

Two S.F. Groups
Perform Sat. Hight
A. B. Skhy and Robert Savage Group
together with Mu Lights will explode
with good vibes Saturday, Feb. 14 in
the College Union Ballroom. Favorably
commented upon by Ralph Gleason, the
two San Francisco groups will do their
thing from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Admission is $1 for students, and
$2 for non-students. No one under 18
will be admitted.

Some Classes Still Open
Vacancies still exist in the following General Education class., and sections, reports
Dr. Richard E. Whitlock, Acting Dean of Undergraduate Studies. Students should go to
departmental offices to make arrangements for getting info them.
COURSE
COURSE
(Prefix and Number) TIME(S) & DAV(S) (Prefix and Number) TIME(S) & DAY(S)
8:30 77H
W
H.E. 9
10:30
Biol. 1
10:30 F
Biol. I, Lab 6
230 MW
H.S. 4
Biol, 20A
2:30 M
2:30 Di
Biol. 20A, 1..ala 4
1:30 7TH
I.A.
2:30 F
Biol. 2011
8:30 7TH
Biol. 208, Lab 4
8:30 MWF
Jour. 66
1:30 MF
Biol, 208, Lab 5
9:30 MWF
Jour. 55
2:30 77H
111, 208, Lab 6
2:30 TTH
Biol. 208, Lab 9
Most sections
10A:
Music
B:
T
7:30
Biol. 208, Lab 10
I l8A, 9; 167; 174 still open
8:30 TIN
Biol, 52
7:00 p.m. 7TH
Biol, 52, Lab 10
8:30 MWF
Phil.
50
12:30 TIN
Biol. 130
1100 71-1
Phil. 50
MW
12:30
Phil.
50
12:30 MWF
Bat. 100
2:30 M; W; F
Phil. 50
7:30 MWF
Dot. 100
12:30
Tfli
Phil. SO
7:00 p.m. W
Phil. 57
2:30 MW
Ent. 101, Lab, 3
8:30 MWF
Phil. 58
T7H
2:30
101,
Lab
4
Ent.
11:00 7TH
Phil. 58
I I :30 MWF
Phil.
58
MWF
12:30
Chem, IA
3:30 MWF
Phil. 58
7:30 MWF
Chem. II
9:30 M: W; F
Phil. 60
8:30 MWF
Chem. I1A
I I :00 TTH
60
Phil.
7:30 MWF
Chem. 1113
11:30 MWF
Phil. 60
8:30 7TH
Chem. 30A
2:00 7TH
Phil. 60
12:30 7711
Chem, 30A
9:30 MWF; TIN
Phil.
61
8:30 7TH
Chem. 301
10:30
M; W; F
Phil. 61
11:30 TTH
Chem. 301
12:30 TTH
Phil. 96
9:30 TIN
Chem. 101
2.03 7TH
Phil. 109
10:30 MWF
Phil, 110
2300 7TH
Econ. I B
9:30 MWF
11
Phil.
2:30 MWF
Econ. 111
12:30 MWF
Phil. 111
9:30 TTH
Econ. II
7 p.m. IN
Phil. 196
10:30 7TH
Econ. 100
11:00 TIN
Econ, 100
MWF;
11:30
I
Astr.
12:30 TIN
Econ. IA
4:30 MW
Ash’. I
2:00 7TH
Econ. IA
3:00 MW
Econ. I B
Most lab section,
Physics
9:30 7TH
Econ. 18
still open
11:30 MWF: TTH Phys. 2A
Econ, II
7:30 MWF
Phys. 28
9:30 MWF
8:30 MWF
Engl. lit
Pty.. 28
1:30 1.4WP
Phys. 60A
12:30 7TH
7:38 MWF
Gaon. 1
Phys. 60A, Lab 1
11:30 W
9:30 MWF: TTH
Geoq. 10
Phys. 60A, Lab 2
2:30 W
10:30 MWF
Gang. 10
1:30 MWF
Geog. 10
P.S. I
8:00 7TH
3:30 7TH
Geog. 121
P.S. 22
12:30 MWF
12:30 TTH
Geog. 10
P.S. 22
230 MWF
P.S. 150
8:00 TTH
8:30 7TH
Geol. IA, Lab 2
P.S. ISO
8:30 MWF
1:30 W
Gaol. I B
P.S. 150
11:00 TIN
9:30 TN
Geol. II, Lab 1
P.S. 152
8:30 MWF
1:30 7TH
Geol. IS, Lab 2
8:30 TN
Geol. 2B
9:30 7TH
Ps!. 5
9:30 F
Geol. 28, Lab I
Geol. 28, Lab 2
7:00 p.m. 7TH
Sp. 130
3:30 T
1:30 7TH
Geol. 105
Sp. 140
2:00 7TH
Geol. 139
8:30
9:30 7TH
Sp. 143
Geol. 110
7:00 p.m. 7H
11:00 7TH
Sp. 145
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PIZESIDENIT
Has e you heard these alkgations
fore? 1 1 San Jose State isn’t really for a
Black A.S. President, 21 An irresponsible
... i . tority is going to take viser student goseminent and USC it for E.O.P. programs.
it If James Edwards is student body president he will destroy the Greek System.
41 Edwards would not be aisle to maintain
communication with Gov. Reagan. White
students and the SJS adn . i .. istration.
Students who followed last Nosemher’s
Associated Students’ presidential elections
are aware these are the allegations my opponents made toward my candidacy. I
have seen them before. This is the exact
position many Blacks are forced into when
trying to get into positions of power by
which they can change things. There is
a paranoia in this society --- and among
es en "open minded liberal" college stupositions are OK
dents that tokenistic
as long as they are not in positions of any

GLF Decision Unfair
Not surprisingly:. the college administration has decided against recognizing
the Gay Liberation Front. The decision was announced by Acting President Dr.
I lobert Burns. but it is doubtful that it was his decision alone.
Most likely, it was dictated to him by the chancellor and the trustees.
hi le recognizing the GI,F would hardly have improved SJS’ public image.
thi- is not a strong enough reason to deny recognition.
The Daily believes that the college should recognize all organizations that
work within the law.
The report of the chancellor’s legal staff contains no reference to any laws
that the (i1.1. might break. although it does list the laws under which individual
homosexuals are prosecuted ( sod iii y. disorderly conduct. ect.).
The fi% C. page opinion is tlesided to a discussion of the right of the president
to deny i’Vr1 4:11 it ion to any in-ganization for any "rational" reason.
The report. !towel Cr. gives no credible basis for denying this partieular

organization.
Ev idenre points to the fact that the legal memo is irrelevant. The decision was
timelt. notch earlier, at a higher level.
The infantile reactions of Superintendent of Public Instruction Dr. Max
Rafferty and ’Ft-lister Dudley Swim were the first clue.
But the clincher is that the legal memo is dated Jan. 13, while Chancellor
Clem, S. Ihunke. during a Dec. 8 visit to SJS. unequivocally stated that there
%% mild be no (l h’ on any state college campus.
The legal staff was pre-empted.
Dr. liurns had no choice.
Recognition of Gilii Mild not have been the popular thing to do, but it would
bast been the fair thing.
Denial of that recognithm is one noire example of a Board of Trustees,
prompted Is the Reagan ailministration. that puts political expediency above

Less Scars From SCARS
pros ed anything, it proved that computer registration just
If bet sseek’s registrat
is .1,11.1 that had.
I liar "orderly" operation this semester, with organized lines and numerous registration
monitors. probably was as well -directed as possible in a large institution. (We’ve certain11,551 enough practice!)
1 et the crucial aspect of registration actually getting needed classes,
arranged in a
isorkable schedule -- is little snore than a cruel joke for a majority of the student body.
1 s -imation seems to get worse each semester, as more and more students find them-ise- taking elasses they don’t want or need, or failing to obtain classes needed for major
Sill minor requirements.
If
is really important -- and it seems as though that’s what it’s all about
hit -n ii i- imperative that a more workable registration procedure be instituted as
50011 a, possible.
,einester’s computer registration, despite all the problems, was a step in the right
nfortunately, this semester’s "manual mess" was two steps backward.

Opposition to Faire?
[’Aire is growing to become a vast and exciting happening far beyond its
ildet dreams. It undoubtedly will
a hugs. success.
NS ith all ventures that gain in dimension as well as in public acceptance Sursi Fain- has come under attack by various publicity seeking elements within the
I

ines liable, as the Faire gained increasing suport from "establishment" as well
sources. that one of these elements would be SDS.
In its usual ineolierent, iliehe ridden rhetoric, Students for a Democratic Society has
imised to "expose" Slimly al Eaire. Exactly what SDS plans to expose is predictably
unelear.
\\ hat is clear, however, is that SDS is again taking the anti-anti position in its apparently unending quest for absolute negativism as a goal and an end.
(ms’ happy p1 tint In aililition to numerous activities of constructive involvement, stuslilits may now demonstrate against the SDS by supporting the Faire.

Staff Comment

Women: The Weaker Sex?
By MARY DOUGHERTY
omeIi. often termed the Neaker sex,
are not All that weak.
Itiobelierlis there is no equality. It is
plain lhai Si ..... an is the better endowed
sev \\ omen base a greater life expectancy.
Nlori men than women are victims of van ow. tidiereulosis and insanity: women are
both physically and mentally the more
st able.
Yet women still demand more equality
before they "can begin to live and love
as human heings."
Ii emitraire! Women neser had it so
I. 14 omen are not hampered by miligh there is no reason
tary service. men tl
why they shouldn’t perform sonic public
serviee for the benefit of the whole community. There is no valid reason why hums.
bands should be responsible for their
%keit’ income tax or he imprisoned for
their debts.

As women can now sue equally with
men for divorce, there semes to he no
grounds remaining why a rich wife should
not pay alimony to a former husband.
Women, but not men, can sue for breach
of promise. Divorced husbands are often
given the guardianship, but refused the
custody, of their children, even when the
wife is the guilty party. Women, though
not men. may in many cases achieve dual
nationality by marriage with a foreigner.
No married woman is legally responsible
for her husband’s support.
The weaker sex obviously is getting
stronger - - so much stronger that they
ntay take over.

Is

it too late to heed the

warning of Cato, the Censor (215 BC),
when he said, "Stiffer women to arrive at
an equality with you and they will from
that moment become your superior."

"Don’t

nobody move .

real power.
The thing about the allegations my opponents made against me during the cam -

!"

Thrust and Parry

YAF; ’Arrangement’; Grapes
‘BARF’
Editor:
In response to the article on the YAF the
Daily carried last semester, I would like to
suggest a much less misleading name for this
group and one they would probably be proud
of: BARE! This could be an anagram for
Bourgeois Aristocrats Federation.
Patrick Hogue
A03795

Review’Sickening’
Editor:
Miss Vicki Randall’s review of ’The Arrangement," was the most sickening and
blinded review of a movie that has ever filled
up space in your newspaper. Eddie Anderson’s
attempts to free himself from societal values
that aim at money and more money, for the
sake of money, regardless of the means of
deception used (such as advertising) and
find his own values freely chosen by him,
and not introjected -- is the theme of the
movie. If his methods of discovery seem "unorthodox" to Miss Randall, then an answer
to her would be that every person needs to
find his own way of discovering himself. Since
each person is unique, it follows that the
methods themselves will have to be individually tailored. Anderson experiences his
insight about the shell-like emptiness of his
life through Gwen, and through sex. His sexual desires were aimed at Gwen only she
was the special person who gave what meaning he found in life the energy and beauty;
and the realization of the absurdity of his
profession.
Eddie fakes a nervous breakdown; and, unfortunately, Miss Randall was deceived as
Eddie’s family and co-workers were. When
Eddie lost Gwen through wanting to keep both
worlds -- his money, and Gwen he was no
longer able to create with what energy he
possessed; and he then turned to destruction.
which was the only way he could give vent
to his hostility towards his work and wife.
The burning of his old family house was a
symbolic act of remembering his past - through the brilliant use of flashbacks and
then forgetting it, so as to progress towards
blocked
new possibilities ones that were
in the past.
If there was more room, I could go on; but
this would be unnecessary. The reader may
now find his own interpretation of the movie:
hopefully I have helped to open up a new
rsossibility for finding what is the message of
the film; but that is up to you to decide, not
Miss Randall.
Incidentally, "Antonapoulos or some such
long name," is the name of the deaf-mute in
"The Heart is the Lonely Hunter."
Stephen Pickett A04160
Joseph Felson A00399
Gary E, Taylor A00379

Crape Boycott _Wrong
Editor:
Your editorial of Jan. 9 on the grape boycott
makes the point that we all have to eat, but
it misses the point that devices like the boycott constitute a threat to this very basic need.
The boycott. is an interference with the free
flow of food from the farm to the consumer,
the dangerr of which are often unrecognized
because Americans have never before experienced a disruption in their food supply. We
complacently ignore this threat because we
feel it cannot happen here.
Even if the boycott were in a good cause, it
still would be wrong. But it Is not in a good
cause. It is an attempt to make the grocery
store or the housewife judge and jury to a
quarrel to which they are not a party and on
which they do not have the facts.
The boycott earn. about because this term

workers rejected the organizing efforts of
the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee, a body which they suspected was not
engaged in a legitimate unionizing attempt,
with the interests of the workers and the industry at heart, but was more interested in
creating a power and economic base for a
social "causa."
When the workers refused to join voluntarily. UFWOC created the boycott as a means
of putting economic pressures on the growers
to force them to place their workers into
UFWOC without the workers having any say
in the matter. This the growers have firmly
resisted.
Putting growers out of business or, alternatively, raising the price of grapes to uncompetitive levels, is no way to help the farm
worker, many of whom have already lost their
jobs as a result of UFWOC activity through
grape growers switching to other crops requiring less labor.
The constructive solution to the problem
is in the concept of national farm labor legislation now being studied by the United States
Senate.
As embodied in Senator George Murphy’s
Cosumer Agricultural Food Protection Act,
this legislation would keep farm disputes on
the farm, where they belong, by creating legal
guidelines within which farm workers can
organize and bargain collectively, with secret
elections to prevent coercion by employer
and union alike.
The importance of such legislation is that
it would protect the food supply by outlawing
such immoral devices as boycotts and violence
as a means of picketing retail stores, and by
forbidding strikes :it critical times when a
whole crop could be lost.
As a final point, may I say that there is no
strike in the California grape fields and never
has been. The same farm workers picked the
grapes in 1969 as have harvested them for
years. If there are pickets in San Jose, look at
them closelyyou won’t find a farm worker
amongi them.
Jim }leftist
Clan of 1969
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written
debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Patty must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty
or ASO number. The Daily will not print letters which
are libelous, in poor taste or include personal attack.
The editor reserves the right to edit or cut letters to
conform to space limitations and to cease publication
of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been
exhausted.
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pm in November is that they were never
founded on factual grounds. Instead, they
were fornied from individual prejudices,
similar to the political statements and prejudices of politicians like Sam Yorty and
Ronald Reagan. Such statements are used
in appealing to the irrational phobias and
fears of Whites.
All of my opponents’ charges against
Inc. have since been proved false. The vast
amount of student funds this year have
gone into a great n lllll her of various activities.
Every allegation made against nte has
proved out so far to he lies, as has been
the case of most allegations made in regard to the efforts of minorities to take a
constructive part in the shaping and for-

mation of this society.
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President Richard M. Nixon has nominated G. Harrold Carswell for the Supreme
Court seat vacated by Abe Fortas’ resignation.
With this nomination, Nixon will probably win his second major victory since
taking office. The first was his win over
Congress concerning his veto of the Health,
Education and Welfare bill he labeled inflationary.
Carswell’s only large blackmark against
him (some would say being a conservative
Southerner would be a blackmark itself)
is his White supremacy speech made in
1948 during a Georgia election campaign.
In the speech Carswell stated he would
always be governed by the "principles of
White supremacy."
"Segregation of the races is proper and
the only practical and correct way of life
in our states. I have always so beliesed
and shall always so act."
Such statements scare the hell out of
Blacks, Chicanos and the
like.
However, Carswell now says he is not a
racist and has renounced the speech. Those
opposed to him are using this speech as
a lever to pry Nixon’s second choice out
of position. Those in approval of the man
say he is not a racist.
Perhaps Julian Bond, the Congressman
from Georgia pot it hest when lie said
Carswell’s speech sl ld not he held
against him. Bond stated truly that just
because the nominee said something stupid
22 years ago, it should not reflect on
him now.
However, Bond questioned how can one
prove Carswell meant his reminciat
of
the supremacy speech.
now is not that lie said it,
The quest’
lout (hoes he lielieve the statements now.
Since this information is unattainable,
he will probably be approved. Then we
can wait and watch. Let us hope his decisions tire in keeping with the high moral
standards the court line reachevl in recent
years.
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New Fire Alarm Boxes
Protect SJS Buildings

Student Wins Award
For Column on SDS
John 13. McLain, 25-year-old senior journalism major at SJS.
has been awarded first place in a national writing competition
for his hard-hitting editorial questioning the activities and
approach of SDS.
The editorial, which ran in the December 15 issue of the
Spartan Daily, also questions the apathetic attitude of students
and administration in the face of SDS disruptive tactics on the
SJS campus.
McLain received an $800 scholarship and a matching grant
for his school in the third monthly competition of the William
Randolph Hearst Foundation’s $55,200 annual Journalism
Awards Program, which is held in cooperation with the American Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism.
He is also eligible to compete for further scholarships in a
championship bracket to be held later this year.

New College Students
Plan Debris Cleanup
Everybody talks about pollution, but nobody does anything
about it. At least that’s the way
it used to be,
This Friday, however, students
from the New College are making a positive move to clean up
part of the environment that man
has defiled. According to Joleigh
Denove, coordinator of the project, the students plan to remove
all the debris in one portion of
Coyote Creek.
All the unnatural objects that
are removed from the creek will
be placed on display as an ecology exhibit at next week’s Sur
vival Faire.
To aid the students in their
project, the city of San .lose has
donated the use of a truck and a
driver to haul the debris.
All conservation-minded students who are interested in joining the project are invited to
bring a shovel and join the clean-

A.S. Council
Meets Today
Associated Student Cin moil a ill
meet today at 3:30 in the council
chambers on the third level of
the College Union.
Items on the agenda include a
number of requests for special
allocations, amendments to Act
24 and dissolving the Student Advisory Board (SAB).
A $2500 request for audio visual equipment, its maintenance
and miscellaneous supplies will
be voted on by council.
Eight hundred dollars is being
requested by Grady Robertson
for expenses to co-ordinate members of student council academic
committees.
KSJS is asking for $1945 for
publicity, promotion, special education and minorities programming, special events, etc.
The Manpower Administration
Club is requesting $1117.50 for a
proposed park on the West Side.
Park personnel will be college
students.
The Student Mobilization Committee ISMC) is requesting $465
to send three SJS representatives
to the National Student Antiwar
Conference in Cleveland, Feb. 14
and 15.
Communication in Residence
(CIR) is asking for $1275 to present four one-day programs this
spring.
AS requests $750 for operating
expenses.
Amendments to Act 24, revising the election code, will also
be considered by council. The amendments will concern run-offs
and candidate drop-outs.
Dissolving the Student Advisory Board (SAFI) will also be
(*i the magnate.

up crew at the Williams Street
Park in Willow Glen at 9 a.m.
Friday morning.

As Wednesday
Services Offered

Ash Wednesday services will be
offered throughout the area today
at all Catholic churches. The services will mark the first day of
Lent, so-called from the ceremonial use of ashes.
The ashes, obtained by burning
the remains of the palms blessed
on the previous Palm Sunday, are
placed in a vessel on the altar
and consecrated (dedicated) before High Mass.
Dipping his thumb into the
ashes, the priest then marks
those present with the sign of the
cross on the forehead, He says,
"Remember man, that thou art
dust and unto dust thou shalt
return."
This ceremony comes from the
custom of public penance in the
early Church. It is not known at
what date the custom was extended to the whole congregation.
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News Briefs

By GEOFF EASTMAN
Daily Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered what state law requiring all edifice’s
to do in case of a fire in one of to be equipped with a fire alarm
system.
the buildings on campus?
Prior to the advent of the lat"The main reason we have not
est project to be initiated by the conformed to the state law in the
Department of Buildings and past was due to a delay in finanGrounds, a person in any one of cial approval," stated Byron Bol12 college buildings noticing a linger, superintendent of buildfire might have been stymied in ings and grounds. "Now that we
his search for an alarm box. have the alarm system budgeted,
we are conducting installation in
There were none.
Now that appropriations have the library, An well as education.
been approved, electricians and art, industrial art, and health
other workmen are busily instal- buildings," he added. The newer
ling pull boxes in those 12 build- buildings were installed with fire
ings so that all structures at SJS alarm systems when they were
will contorm to a five-year-old built.
The new system will not be as
complete as Bollinger had hoped.
The fire department will still
have to be notified ,even after a
pull-box alarm in one of the
buildings has been triggered.
The alarm boxes ring into the
boiler room, enabling personnel
to know the location of a fire.
Then a central alarm is sent out
to the fire department.
"The main purpose of the decentralized alarm system, that we
are implementing in these build"If the colleges get the $314 ings, is to provide an alarm by
million rumored we would be which students and faculty could
hurting but not mortally wound- evacuate the premises," Bollinger
ed," says acting President Hobert said.
Although there may be some
Burns about Governor Reagan’s
budget for the California State disturbances to various classrooms because of the noise instalColleges.
In a letter to the Academic ling the alarms, all wires will be
Council, Advisory Board and Bud- hidden so that walls and ceilings
get Committee, Pres. Burns reaf- will not be cluttered and cause
firmed that "this college and a safety, or, yes . . . a fire
many others are going to be in hazard.
If you notice a fire, pull the
serious difficulties within the
closest alarm. It just might be to
next two or three years."
the students’ benefit to observe
A summary of the California
State Colleges 1970-71 Budget the locations of an alarm box in
Program shows twenty-one col- each building he enters. If the
lege programs which Governor need arises, don’t hesitate to use
Reagan has eliminated. Included them.
in these eliminated programs are
Faculty Research, the Educational Opportunity Program, Special Instructional Programs and
Stay tuned to KSJS 7 to 10
Year-Round Operations.
At the council meeting Pres. p.m. nightly for a free album
Burns revealed that there may be give-away.
Quicksilver, The Band, and
a centralized admissions system
next year at San Jose State Col- Grand Funk are a few of the
lege. The reason for this is the 1.p.’s KSJS will give away.
One album will be offered
high rate of junior college transevery night.
fers to this college.
Pres. Burns also foresees an!
increase in the enrollment fees
and the movement of the Educational Opportunity Program to
the junior college level.
The Academic Council passed
a resolution concerning the faculty salary savings percentage. The
resolution called the present salary savings percentage "arbitrary
and unrealistic in relation to the
actual budgetary needs of the
college."
Defeated was a resolution
which provided for the development of a faculty identification
card. A constitutional amendment was, proposed for future
consideration. The proposed amendment stated that faculty
representatives be elected from
those members of the faculty
who are full time for one or more
years prior to their term of
office.

Funds Cut;
Problems
Hit SJS

President Hobert Burns Congratulates John McLain

TEXT

Nixon Proposes $4 Billion Plan
President Nixon took his fifth
major environmental action yesterday when he asked Congress
to give his administration new
power, jurisdiction and money to
upgrade the quality of life in this
country.
In his message, Nixon proistsed
a $4 billion program for municipal waste treatment to improve
water quality, which would be
backed up by stricter clean-up
standards and enforcement
powers.
Nixon asked for authority to
be given to the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
to regulate the composition of
combustible fuels, and ordered a
5-year research program to develop a pollution-free automobile.
The president requested federal
enforcement powers against both
air and water polluters with a
threat of court -imposed fines of
$10,000 a day against violators.
Singling out junk automobiles
as one of the major solid waste
problems, he ordered research
to reclaim and re-use materials
from discarded products or at
least find new ways of disposing
of solid waste more easily.
Nixon also asked for full funding in fiscal 1971 of the $327 million now available in the Land
and Water Conservation Fund,
and said he wants legislation to
assure a reliable income for the
fund.

Win Free LP’s!

Reagan Shocked
Governor Ronald Reagan expressed shock at the recent federal grand jury indictment of
Alameda County sheriffs’ deputies resulting from last year’s
"People’s Park" ritoing.
At his weekly news conference,
Reagan noted that local action
had already been taken against
some of the deputies and he felt
federal action was unwarranted.

Killer Avalanche

snow
ter in France, a
tumbled into a ski vamp near
Val D’Isere, France, yesterday.
killing 42 persons and leaving
more than 60 injured in the worst
single avalanche of the century
in Europe.

Negative Reaction
in reaction to mh.ent court

action, the Stanford Daily announced in an editorial that it
_
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The New Spirit
Angel
is a new idea
lot a new era.
The New Spirit brings together 26 uncommon talents On hso exciting
albumsono pop, one Angel each at a special preview price.
The New Spirit isJoe South
is Steve Miller
is Pink Floyd
Is The Sons
in Jacqueline du Pre
is Christopher Paikenhv
Is Lorin Hollander
is seta Ozawa
...to name stew.
The New Spilt -launching the music ol the SeventieS -on Capitol or
Angel -or both.
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DABS

Intramurals
the start ttf the

Tonight marks
basket ball
regular intramural
season.
Fifty-six teams will be vying
for the college championship.
Among the teams that showed
well in pre -season were The 676
EASY RIDING
Travel Europe With
AIR CYCLE CLUB S
Overseas Motorcycle Ds:ivery.
All Makesmodelsaccessories
Dept. 16. 30 West 90 Street
New York, N Y. 16024
CAMPUS REPS WANTED

CloO,
B. Inc., Zoo a 2. J.C.
and
Moulder Hall, The
Blue Power.
An intramurals spokesman said
then. will be eight leagues consisting of seven teams each.
nu. Fraternity League will

st!!!,.rs,

stArt its basketball season one
sieek from today, Feb. 17.
Also on the intramurals slate
the table tennis entry deadline.
All entries must be entered no

..ter than Wednesday. Feb. 16
in the intrarnurals office.

Short On Bread?

25% OFF
ALL USED BOOKS
to.

cpaptem gook4toPe

Spikers Hit Road Again;
Head for Astrodome Meet
IM RILL GILBERT
Writer
Daily
Safi Jose State",. %k ell -t raveled
road
sl.ikerS will be back

sport.,

on the

again this weekend when Spartan
coach Bud Winter takes six of his
top athletes to Houston to cornpate in the Astrodome Federation National Indoor Championships.
The meet, which will be held
Friday and *Saturday. will be
run on the world’s largest indoor
iraok, 330 yards around. The
normal indoor track is 160 yards,
fighlighting the Spartan contingent are sprinter Kirk Clayton
and pole vaulter Sam Caruthers.
Clayton, who set a world record
of 5.0 in the 50 yard dash last
eel hiand has had a successful
,ar season, will run in the
c.:,nd 100 yard dashes.
Cerutheis has twice vaulted 17
feet this season, including a win
over Olympic Gold Medalist Bob
Sengren in the Examiner Meet
In San Francisco last month. Ile
performed the feat again last
Thursday at Toronto. Caruthers
will also run the 120 high hurdles.
He has a best mark of 13.9 out
Also making the trip are long
Anderson, WI I’
best of 26-2 outdoors and a

"In the College Union"

jumper Marion

hl, Yvan 61- to

ter Richard Marks. who uncorked
a throw of 61-5’2 at Seattle Saturday, half miler Neville Myton,
who has been running well in the
1(11.6) yard run indoors, and high
hurdler George Carty, who will
double in the 60 and 120 yard
hurdles. Carty, a finalist in
the Olympic Trials at South Lake

high

Tahoe in 1968, has a top 120 mark

of 13.5.
The Spartan trackmen faced
the gruelling test of competing
on three consecutive nights last
weekend. On Thursday Clayton

and Caruthers traveled to Toronto for the Maple Leaf Games,
on Friday 11 SJS spikers ran in
the Athens Invitational in Oakland arid Saturday night seven
team members traveled to Se-

attle for the Seattle Invitational.
Thursday night, Clayton, in
his challenge race with former
San Jose star John Carlos, who
is unbeaten indoors this year, got

off to a poor start after false
starting once and finished fifth
with a 5.3. Carlos won the race.
Caruthers won the pole vault
with his second 17 foot vault of
the season.
Spartan performances in the
Athens meet were somewhat disappointing Clayton coasted to an
easy win in his heat of the 60
v.-ith a fist 6.1, but had to settle

HURRY
Ii

OPEWTIL. MIDNIGHT

for third in the finals aftcr ialse
starting once. He clocked a 6.2.
finishing behind Ron NIunsegav of

the Southern California Striders
and Warren 1-"dmunson of ’Merritt College.
Caruthers could manage only
16-0 in the pole vault and had to

settle for scomd on number of
misses while Vie Dias only went
15-0.
Myton turned on his ki: It on
the last lap to neaily cabh Mathias Micigiels of Cal Poly of
but
Suit Luis 01,iyiyi in (Ito
sliret
cosipItt f ii ’hex
at the tape, nonh were timed in

2:14.6.
Quartermiler Elmo DlNS
ished a restseetable third in
500 in 592. titil,Itin.;
It,
Webster of (’al State at

.

juillped 25-7.

night in the snot 1,111 with a fifth
’,lave put Id 38-2’ .
h; 1 a bet ter
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-1
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MEET THE
CARD CARRIERS!

$1.00
Large Ordcr Fish & Chips
.65
’alf Orecr
Chips, 5 for $1.10, 7 for $ ! .50
Shrimp
Soft Drinks 20q’.
Chips
Mon. & Thurs., 4 p.m. -9 p.m.; Fri.-Sun., Noon-I0 p.m.
& Wed Gone Fishinl
293-4259
Phone Order
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Barren’s

South Ilth & San Carlos (serf to Speedee 7-11)

rn

loss, The Spartans were clobbered 93-611 Saturday by the liSto

froth in San Francisco. In an
earlier meeting, SJS beat the
Dons 100-76. SJS has an 11-3
record.
"The team thought it was go’II
rasicr than it was
:sa,’," said Morrison.
Jim

aeriter

..

has played
sill move to

.

is, aid Fri lay, while Leon. Benehman will move into the startWg

d
tt

lineup at center. Beauchman
the team in rebounds in the
two games and has done an

-outstanding defenshe job," according to Morrison,
Dave Gainza will be at the other forward, with Gary 0111(1’011i
and Johnnie,
guards.

Skinner

carrier, +.-.)ol It’s easy! Just
fill in the coupon below
and chop if in the mail.

YOU’LL WANT TO
JOIN THEM

Have you spotted the
card carriers? They’re all
over town, all over the
world, and they’re pretty
hard to miss. They’re the
people who are having
more fun and spending less
because they
money
carry their Student Privilege Cards evrywhere they
go.
Card carriers get free
food coupons good at
thousands of national franchis restaurants! Discounts
of from 10 to 40% at some
of America’s largest hotel
and motel chains! Big savings on new cars foreign
and domestic! Huge discounts at sports events,
plays, films and museums!
Tremendous savings on
records, tapes and books!
Discounts from local merchants on clothes, gas,
shoe repairs, flowers, candy practically everything! They get lots of free
samples, too!
Being a card carrier is
almost as good as being
independently wealthy
and now you can be a card

C.C. Davis junior varsity in an
effort to break a two-game losing streak.
Against the Santa Clara frosh
- I last Thursday, the Spartans
played well for the first 30 minutes, then faltered M a 78-67

Fr. !linan
basketball
coach
Morrison will make some
chan es in his stailine lineup
it
.1
Oh the

Stan

Rai rell’s

$2009.00
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Frosh Basketba Hers
Face Lineup Switches
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of these swingin’

St

UP, UP AND AWAYSpartan co-captain Sam Caruthers sails
over the bar in Friday’s Athens Track Meet at Oakland’s Coliseum. Sam’s effort of 16 feet wasn’t good enough as he finished
secend to Bob Pullard of the Southern CaCarnia Striders.
Caruthers cleared 17 feet, a career best, in his initial appearance of the season and duplicated that effort last week in winning the pole vault competition in the Maple Leaf Games.
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DO IT NOW!

If you hurry, you can even
save on the card! You’ll get
your laminated Privilege
Card and all the great
benefits that go with it
for
$3.00
instead of the usual 4.00!
Loral Merchant, N11%
Honoring Student
l’riN liege Cards:

Pi.

elLi kYjnYt1
NOW AVAILABLE AT SI’ IIT

BOOKSTORE

Bascom Automotive Electric
438 S. Bascom
The Beaute Suite
5419 Camden Ave.
Carriage Cleaners
1433 Branham Lane
Dependable Transmission
Specialists
452 W. San Carlos
Licurisi’s Barber & Styling Shop
421 E. Santa Clara
Lo Monaco’s Jewelers
2904 Alum Rock Ave.
Reagan Stationery
& Printing Co.
3739 Madeline Dr.
S&S Mart Annex
2713 Union Ave.
B11 Dean Gendynar
San Carlos & Third Street
Spartan House
San Carlos & Fou-th Street
Foreign Auto Parts
1695 W. San Carlos
Shakey’s Pizza Parlor
580 Meridian
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Hoopmen
Troubles
Continue
SJS

basketball

Wrestlers Challenge Tribe

troubles con-

tinue to linger.
The Spartan varsity is in the
midst of an agonizing seven-game
losing skein dating back over a
month. And with Pacific Coast
Athletic Association leader Long
Beach State invading SJS territory Friday, the picture is less
than bright.
Coach Dan Glines, trying to
snap his cowmen out of their
lull, has tried every conceivable
solution to bring a victory to the
Spartan basketballers.
Clines’ latest manuever, switching high -scoring forward Coby
Dietrick to the center slot has
produced encouraging results.
Dietrick’s only two collegiate
starts there have produced 35
points and 34 rebounds. Those
latest efforts peaked Coby’s career scoring total to 1.037. He
needs only 14 more this weekend
to become the ttecond greatest
scorer in SJS history.
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The return of guards Chris
Guenther and Steve McKean,
shelved
injuries,
ankle
with
should also add light to the current gloomy court situation.
The Spartans, at an unbelievable 3-15 and 0-4 in P’AA action,
face San Diego State on Saturday. The Aztecs were the latest
of conference foes to add to SJS
woes, scoring an 85-74 win in
San Diego two weeks ago.
The SDS clash marked the
third successive game in which
Glines elected not to start Dietrick, although Coby saw all but
five minutes of action, notching
16 points.
Clines first benched Diet rick
and used then center Bernie
Veasey only sparingly in a tough
81-79 overtime loss to Hayward
State.
Following the Hayward setback, Spartan defeats continued.
SJS dropped a 94-75 decision to
Long Beach State although tied
with the 49ers at 52 in the second
half, then came the San Diego
loss followed by non-conference
defeats at UC Irvine and University of San Diego.

The SJS sports spotlight highlights wrestling tonight when Bill
Smith’s aspiring Spartan grapplers resume dual meet activily
in a non -conference encounter
with PAC-8 ftanford providing the opposition.
Matches get underway at 7:30
in the SJS wrestling room.
Mentor Smith looks for his
squad to give the Indians a run
for their money while admitting
the Palo Altana have a lot of
outstanding individuals and are
"a little tougher than we are."
The Spartans will be seeking
their fourth win in six dual
meets, having finished third (College Division I in the San Diego
Naval Training Center Tournament last weekend. The San Die- go tourney was unscheduled but
registration forced Smith to cancel a foursome of matches again.st
Oregon schools litat week.
Spartan wins have come against
San
Sacramento State (
Diego State 121-14, and most
recently a 28-11 win registered
over Cal State-Los Angeles during semester break.
SJS also dropped a 21-17 decision to PC-Santa Barbara over
the break. Its other defeat was
a 23-13 setback to San Francisco
State in the season opener.
Freshman Tim Kerr (163)
garnered a third place in the Sap
Diego tourney and is the "most
improved young wrestler" according to Smith.
Paul Hatling also turned in a
fine performance for the Spartans, winning three of four
matches, although he failed to!

SJS Athletes
In Rugby Duel
Several former and present
SJS athletes will be in agtion Friday at 7:30 p.m. when the Peninsula Ramblers and Ponsonby of
New Zealand rugby teams meet
at Central Park in Santa Clara
near the International Swim
Center,
Spartan participants include
Jim Grosso, Sam Moore, Lee
Evans and Mike Ruiz. Five members of the Ponsonhy squad are
on the New Zealand National all Black team which is considered
one of the best in the world.

win a place. Flatting, along with
Terry Kerr 11421 sport 5-0 dual
meet records, including three and
os o pins respectively.
Hatling’s second t1771, t’lee
Bolt’s third 0901 and I.Van
Thatcher’s fourth place 11671 ;,e counted for the majority of Sr.,, tan points good for seventh place
in the San Francisco State Invitational over semester vacation.
Humboldt State took the team
crown and 1.7C Davis plan,-tt
eighth. SJS faces both foes Sal urday in Davis.
Individual Spartan dual meet
hey
4-1, Dave
records: Holt
Smith 11341 3-1, John Jaeoho
142, 20, Ray Mendiola (1901
2-2. Walt Thatcher 11671 2-2.
-

Arno Domingues 11501 ’2-2. Ti,
rugi 2-3. }biotic! VII. n11S
Kerr
I 2
Di,
2-2. TIM Owens n!...Y
191
Rose 11341 0-1, I

ALEC’S
New art and crafts
department is the
F,lace to go for
cliscc,unt prices.
400 S. Saratoga Ave.,
San Jose
(Corr,,r of St,2vens Creek)

Art Cleaners
loc4 DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD
One Dav Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA
293-4900

-It tor/.. of

-In"

The. Time You
Save May Be
Your Own
We can improve your reading
efficiency 3, 4, or 5 times. That’s
enough to give you time for
your favorite things.

LARGE STOCK

FREE INTRODUCTORY SPEED READING LESSON
NEW LOCATION CLOSE TO CAMPUS
ACADEMAN OF BUSINESS
330 S. 2nd STREET
WEDNESDAY THROUGH FRIDAY AT 8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 10:00 A.M.

SUPPLIES
FOR ALL CLASSES

FOR FURTHER INFOMATION
CALL

293-7406
COLLECT OR DIRECT

REASONABLE PRICES

cpaPtint SeekitoPe
"lit the college union

Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics

AVOID LONG LINES
Sifyaiam. Bocrim&rm.
OFFICIAL COLLEGE STORE

15 CASH REGISTERS TO MOVE PEOPLE THROUGH
GUARANTEED REFUNDS AND EXCHANGES UNTIL MARCH 2 WITH RECEIPTS
BIG SUPPLY USED BOOKS 25% DISCOUNT
ALL SUPPLIES AT MOST REASONABLE PRICES IN AREA

-waammwEI

6 --Sr

XEROX
3‘

Aero Courses
ICC -.111011

Aeru 2
:30-8:15
%till %wit
20003 Aeru 25 11:00-1 I ,50 MW
26005 Aero V. 2:00-2:50 MW
210115 Arr.) 75A $:041-12:30 MW’
261051

Hole Punched
Ckarge

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
’KDAYS TIL 9 P.M.
IBM T,ping Siervic

l.diot log aeronatait-a
are still open:

11 he

6 Colors To Choose
At No E,*,)

Bookstore Manager
Reveals Later Hours

Copies

Free Sorting
Thesis Bond le More

Legal or 3

fl’T Vs- 1)% MY

This Ad Is C...00d For 5
Free Copies

480 S.
’+
So^ JC’e 295 " -

semester

purchase textbooks this semester.
With plenty of space to work

from 7:15 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday bookstore hours will be

The Guadalajara Summer School. a
fully accredited University of Arizona
Program. will offer, June 29 to August
8. art, folklore, geography, history,
political science, language and lit
erafure courses. Tuition, $160: board
and room. 0155. Write Dr. Juan B.
Reel, Office of Summer Session, Uni
versify of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
95721.

riln/EME
Band,41V
ra."111"::r1/1
0101 AU

Wineroth pun (((((( toot that the
bookstore is doing everything pos-

In an effort to make bookstore
services more pleasant and convenient for everyone, the store
will be open today and tomorrow

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

Available

Harry Wineruth, manager ut
Spartan Bookstore in the College
Union. has announced new bows
for the store during the spring

from 7:15 a.m.

to 5 p.m.

and

Saturday from 10 am. until 3
p.m,
Beginning Monday the bookstore will return to its regular
hours of 7:15 a.m. to 8 p.m.

VAUGHN FAMOUS

ch

PRICE OF

FOR THE

-..411.

SALE
SALE ENDS

SAT. FEB. 14th

59.50 . .

NOW 24.75 each
NOW 29.75 each
NOW 33.25 each

69

.

7’

97 each
3.97 each
4.97 each

5.95
7.95

OW

SLACKS

SUITS
NOW 44.75 eP
100.00 .... NOW 50.
L’s
115.00 .... NOW

NOW 9.47 each
NOW 11.47 each
. NOW 12.47 each

95

.

89.50 . .

TS

DRES

SPORTCOATS
49.50 . . . .

22.95
24.95

BELOW
for the
price. of

NOW

SWEATE
RAIN
SP

2

I

MOH

Bank Credd
Cards Welcome

(

JACKETS
WASH PANTS
KNIT SHIRTS

Usif

c Msx’s

Snort

E5,.7927

AT SAT 1-I ER GATE
125 S. 4th Street

sible to make it easier and less
time consuming for students to

with, the bookstore is currently
using 13 check-out stands, and
Wineroth reports that at no time
have there been more than 10 or
12 people standing in any one
line.
Wineroth also reported that
with the extra space in the new
bookstore, there is plenty of
room around the check approval
desk and no lines wind their way
back into the supplies.
On the first level of the College Union the bookstore is operating its refund counter, and is
also buying back used books. Refunds will be available for those
who have their sales receipt slip
until March 2.

.; 11,1gaiilriNSUMMiLi’MlIfilMIK2111111%.a1

Three San Jose State students
will be participating in a two
day anti -war conference to be
held at Cleveland’s Case Western
Feb.
on
University
Reserve
14 and 13. The Student Council
was to have voted last night on
whether to allocate the $465
needed for the trip.
One student will represent the
Assiciated Student Body government, another the Spartan Daily,
and a third the San Jose State
chapter of the Student Mobilization Committee ISMC).
Termed the National Student
Anti -War Conference. the meeting was called for by the national
S31(7.
In addition to the three official representatives who will be
attending the conference, SMC is
encouraging the attendance of
any other young people who are
interested in helping to plan the

College Union Plagued
By Outbreak of Thefts
Mme than $1,100 in furnishings
have "disappeared" from the
College Union since it opened in
October, according to Ronald
Barrett, director of the Union.
The list includes thirteen Items,
ranging from a hand truck to
lounge chairs valued at over $600.
Other missing items are a stereo
amplifier, a stereo headset, two
wall speakers, an ash receiver,
two arm chairs, four lounge
chairs, and an ottoman.
Barrett said that there have
been some witnesses to the thefts,
but in most cases by the time it
is r ported the thief is already
go:I:. He added, however, that
most ca,es go unreported even
though there may have been a
witness.
In addition, 20 dozen coffee
cups valued at $440 were taken
from the Union snack bar during
its first week in operation. The

292-7611

Three Students To Attend
SMC Anti-War Conference

cups were replaced with hot beverage cups and are now used only
on special occasions.
The games area is missing six
pairs of bowling shoes, two flats
of billiard balls, and severai ping
pang paddles.
The art gallery claims an estimated $450 loss from thefts and
vandalism.
To prevent future thefts, furniture has been relocated. Heavier
furniture has been moved closer
to the exits, and the lighter
tables and chairs have been
moved to areas farther away
from the doors A gate leading
to the art exhibits will be installed by the end of February,
restricting admission to designated hours.
Since these items are owned
collectively by all of the students,
Barrett wants them to be aware
of the losses.
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student anti -war strategy for the
remainder of the year.
SMC is the largest and the
most highly orianized high school
and college anti -war group in
the nation. They played a major
role in the organization of the
Oct. 15 nation-wide Vietnam
Moratorium. They also helped to
plan the Nov. 15 protest marches
in San Francisco and Washington, D.C.
The SSW’ reportedly has called
for the National Student AntiWar Conference to give the
student anti-war movement a
democratic vehicle for making
decisions on perspectives in the
immediate future.
The conference delegates are
expected to discuss a wide range
of proposals. One of the most
Important of these will be the
subject of how the student antiwar movement can most effectively participate in a spring antiwar offensive.
The types of mass actions
which may be used and how the
SMC will react to the plans for
action called for by the New
Mobilization Committee and the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee
will also be among the topics
discussed.
Expected to draw much attention during the conference are
programs which the SMC is already involved in across the country: campus action against the
school organizing
war;
high
against the war; working with
anti -war GIs; women’s liberation
and the fight against the war;
the Black and Chicano liberation
struggle and the fight against

Community School
Needs Teachers
San Jose Community School
needs help. Interested teachers
and volunteers are invited to
join a dream. San Jose parents
have developed their idea of relevancy in education. Now they
need help to begin the work
toward their goal.
Education by experimentation
in the total environment is the
key to ,the, "community" concept
Children should learn by experience, not by memorization. Building a table can become a math
lesson. These are ideas, but only
work and knowledgeable instructors can make the school a reality.
Interested individuals are invited to attend a club meeting
8 p.m. Thursday at 175 S. First
St., San Jose. All ideas, time, material and financial support will
he gladly accepted.

the war; and how to deal effectively with political attacks on
the anti -war moveznent.
An increasing base of the SMC
has been among high school students. A significant percentage
of those attending the conference
is expected to come from the high
schools.
Because of the increasing participation of high school students
in the anti-war movement, much
discussion on what can be done
on the high school campus will
undoubtedly take place.

Jewish Center
Dedication Set
A formal dedication ceremony
will be held Sunday. Feb. 15 at
1:30 for the new Jewish Students
Center, at 47 S. Fifth.
The Center was established to
fill a need for a facility where
Jewish students can congregate
for social and intellectual events
in a Jewish atmosphere. It will
also serve "to present a more
accurate side of the Middle East
situation than is being presented
now on campus," according to
Dr. Al Sporer, president of the
Jewish Community Council.
Funded by the San Jose Jewish Community Council, the building will serve as a "home" for
four Jewish student groups presently operating on campus -Jewish Students Union, B’nai
Brith Hillel Foundation, Israeli
Students Organization, and International Students Organization.
The center will be formally
dedicated when the mezzuzah fa
religious article containing portions of the Old Testament) is
placed on the front door by local
rabbis.
Stephen
Kinsey,
dedication
chairman, extended an open
invitation to the community for
the ceremony and added that an
open house and refreshments will
follow the event.

Housing Meeting
Associated Students Housing
Board will hold its first general
meeting of the new semester today in the CoStanoan Room of the
College Union. Those attending
will include housing representatives from the University of California, Berkeley. The meeting,
which starts at 12:30 p.m., is
open to the public.
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For those who have better things to do

1 phonograph

than stand in line all (lay --- we have 15

1 "Traces.’Mernories- album by the Lettermen

registers to serve

16"

1 blazing fire

.

1 soft fur rug (substitute acceptable)
2 people
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Traces/Memories, another fine album by the Lettermen. from Capitol
- the pura-litge-rornance-inyourste iecorg people.
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Mix well. Dim lights and serve. Plan for extra
helpings
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For What It’s Worth
By WALT VOsT
t.atert lllll ent ohm in ist
Fable of Morals and the Public Taste
.a.1
ql citizens of smog -filled San Seymour were up-inarms about Illy movie "1 Am Nauseous (Puce)" being shown in their
city. As custodians of public morality the county judge. P.A.. and
court clerk decided to slew the film to determine whether it was
indeed obscene.
(As the scene opens, judge and entourage approach a six -block -long
line in front of the Prune Valley Theater).
Judge: What are all these people doing here? Is there a fire or
something?
D.A.: They certainly couldn’t be here to view this filth.
Clerk: Look! They’re buying tickets!
Judge: Obviously, they’re just perverts, degenerates, and slobs.
not real citizens of San Seymour. Who else would pay to see this

ERTAINIVIENT

Area Events and Happenings

movie?
(Judge attempts to cut into the line.)
Slob (standing in manure-stained overalLs : Hey, Mac, no cuttin’
in line!
Judge: You don’t understand, my man. I’m Judge Longterm and
I’m here to decide on the prurient nature of this film.
Slob (letting loose a thunderous belch): Yeah sure, and I’m Spiral
Agnews. No cuttin’ in line! Ya gotta wait for ya thrills just like
everybody else.
Judge (aghast and flushed): Thrills! Why . . . I’m here out of
judicial duty, not pleasure!
Degenerate with a leering wink): Don’t kid us, Bud, we know why
ya came. You’ve got the seven-year-itch.
(D.A. and clerk guide His Honor into the theater. They take their
seats as theater dims and the screen lights up.)
Judge: Unexpurgated. gangrene garbage!
D.A.: Pernicious, palpitating pornography!
Clerk: Blasphemous, cyclamateci bile!
Usher: Wait a minute. The movie hasn’t started yet. That was
only the Walt Disney cartoon feature, "Clarence the Constipated
Cougar."
Clerk: Oh.
D.A.: Oh,
Judge: Well, how were we to know?
(Lights dim and screen lights up again.)
Judge: Scintillating, smut-ridden sexploitation!
D.A.: Outrageous, obnoxious obscenity!
Clerk: Anarchistic, godless Communism!
Usher: But Your Honor, those are previews of the upcoming, "G".
rated children’s matinee, "The Marquis de Sade’s Blood, Guts, ani
Beer Feast."
Clerk: Oh,
D.A.: Oh.
Judge: Gosh darn it. Let’s see the movie. I’m running out of pages
in my Thesaurus.
(Lights dim, screen lights up and the movie begins ).
Judge: Effete, impudent snobbery!
D.A.: Despicable, decadent dysentery!
Clerk: Hot damn!
(Hours later the theater manager and usher meet.)
Usher: Well, what did the judge decide?
Manager: I don’t know yet. He said it needed a thorough look,
so he sat through it four times.
Usher (picking dried gum off his shoes): The next thing you know,
they’ll be investigating the only entertainment spot for decent folk
in San Seymour.
Manager: God forbid! You don’t mean ... the ... the Orgy House?

Judy Collins, songwriter, recording star and America’s foremost singer of contemporary art
songs will appear in three concerts next weekend in the Bay
Area. The first is Friday, Feb. 20
at 8:30 p.m. in the San Francisco
Civic Auditorium. She will then
appear Saturday, Feb. 21 in the
Sun Jose Civic Auditorium at
8:30 p.m., and Sunday, Feb. 22
Berkeley Community
at
the
Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for the three concerts
are on sale now at the Downtown
Theatre Box Office in San Francisco, Sherman Clay in Oakland.
ASUC Box Office in Berkeley, all
Sears, Macy’s and Emporium
stores and all TRS and Computicket outlets. Prices are $5.50,
$4.50 and $3.50.
Herhie Hancock
The Herbie Hancock Jazz sextet will present a concert at the
Civic Arts Theatre of Walnut
Creek on Sunday, Feb. 15 at 8:30
p.m. This will be the third event
on Civic Arts popular Art Forum
series. Tickets for the concert are
available at the Civic Arts Ticket
Office, 1641 Locust St., Walnut
Creek. Prices are $3.50, $3 and
$2.50.
Jose Greco
Jose Greco, world renowned
Spanish dancer, will be making
his annual San Jose appearance
on Feb. 17 at 8:30 p.m. in
the San Jose Civic Auditorium.
Tickets are available at the

.PoR 1:1313

Wendell Watkins Box Office
from 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at
$2.50, $3, $3.50. $4 and $4.50.

LUXURY

114 llllll

CLINT

EASTWOOD
PANT
YOUR WAGON

Exclusive Reserved Seat
Engagement
Tickets Available At
Box Office or by Mail

TEXTBOOKS
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SJS Drama Department
Announces Spring Plays
The SJS DraMa Department
has announced its spring semester productions, a schedule which
should keep the students and the
staff very busy kicking off the
semester with a boisterous bang
will be the children’s theatre production of "Robin Hood," presented on Feb. 20, 21, 26, 27
and 28. Dr, Courtaney P. Brooks,
professor of drama is directing
the action -wicked musical version of the Robin Hood legend.
Opening on March 6, in the
Studio Theatre will be Tennesee
Williams’ "The Rose Tattoo." Additional performances are scheduled for March 7 and 11 through
13. "The Rose Tattoo" is a gripping emotional drama dealing
with the life of a Sicilian family
living in Louisiana. Dr. Hal J.
Todd, chairman of the drama department, will direct.
In April the drama department
will present the first production
in English of Georges Feydeau’s
"That Woman from Maxim’s.’
Dr. Harold C. Crain, professor
of drama, has recently translated
the work from French and will
direct the production. "That Woman from Maxim’s," to be presented on April 10, 11 and 15
through 18, is a racy French
farce first presented in Paris in
the late nineteenth century.

Climaxing the semester will be
the presentation of "Man of La
Mancha" by the departments of
drama and music. This popular
musical adapted from Cervantes’
Don Quixote will be directed by
Dr, Kenneth R. Dorst, professor
of drama. Dwight Cannon of the
Music Department will be musical director, and Carol Haws of
the Women’s P.E. Department is
serving as choreographer. "Man
of La Mancha" is scheduled for
May 15, 16 and 20 through 23.
Tickets can be obtained for
these productions at the SJS
Theatre Box Office which is located at the northwest corner of
the Speech and Drama building
on San Fernando St. The hours
are from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

1/2 Off Sale
SJS tnen! We’t e reour stock of hell bottom
pants to half price. Phis, all Tont
Jones shirts are now half price.
Stop in soon while the seleetion
is still good.

Alien

litlecri

1/2
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"Beautiful Clothes for Beautiful

Corner Bascom &
Stevens Creek
San mope
at Neal’s
298-1324

172;
S. El Camino Real
San Mateo
349-6822

Marching Band
The

SJS

Marching

Band

is

-It is surely the most creative group of people this city has
ever seen ," Wasserman/Chronicle

ready to march again- only this
time to the tunes of the Survival
Faire next week. Bill Nicolosi,
the hand’s assistant director, has
called a meeting for this afternoon to discuss possible participation in the Faire and requests
all band members to attend. The
meeting is at 3:30 in M150.

. ranges from the brillrant
(Stile merely excellent."
Ogar/Berkeley Barb

3 Shows Saturday!
8:30, 1030, 12:30!
-Warm. Bright. We
ty! Stoll one of the
beat buys in town!"
Sitirkon/KSFO

JUDY COLLINS
IN HER FIRST
SAN JOSE APPEARANCE

SATURDAY
FEB. 21 8 p.m.

2 Shows Friday!
9 & 11!

"You can always count on The Committee to be up .to-date . . . Sgml
ously clever ... irrestible ... you
can bet money on them using their
versatrle talents to make you laugh!"
Bladen/San Mateo Tones

"
the company per.
forms magic ...Mien.
ously fascinerng . a
satiric topping del,
crous to behold."
McElhatton /KCBS

"The thins to do with The
Committee i to go back
again end again and Intend
to, Each time will be different, I’m Cu,.. And funny!"
/Chronicle
Cl

SAN JOSE
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

CAL
BOOK
has the best selection of
new and used textbooks
in the area. So shop and
save at...

Tickets $3.50-$4.50-$5.50

SAN JOSE

’A city whIch boasts a Scott
Beach and a North Beach rs
twice blessed,Caen/Chrorucla

Special
Student Discount!
Phone 392 0807

BOX OFFICE

912 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE (next to Fox Theatre)
246-1160

Open Mon Ora Fri, (Ott VO. Sat 10 to 3.00

Tthc Qlommittee.
..ittl M.r
Will r

Cal Book
134 E. San Fernando 457 E. San Carlos
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Spartaguide
TODAY
K, 4:30 p.m.. CU-Diablo
tire
Room. Former high school Key
Clubtx.rs, junior college Circle
K’ers and men interested in service to the college and community are ink tied.
Sierra Club. 730 p.m., CU-Costanoan Room. Spring election of
officers. Important meeting.
TOMORittlW
Comers :40m Forum, 1,30 p.m..
CU-Calak eras Room. Birth control petitions collected and officers elected.
Sigma Milts Chi ISDN I. bT:30
p.m. Sail in ’,tally Milo,’ Work
,vt. 3
’s s :sessions. all
it tend.

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

KID ki
I. r’. l’tlatiatten Growth, 12:30
a :Tone invited to crowd
vre
Union
Almaden
liorntilt oral Steering t’onunittee, 7 :40 pin.. 292 S. Ninth. A
get-together with four foreign
and American students.

Poly Sci Dept.
Class Offered
As ’Experiment’

,
*me S.irr tar cow- st.’.4 emcees,
Answers Your Questions
About:
Salaries
Job Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Reouirementi
Traln on 1E31 360 Computer

[., 286-9622
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The -Act:Mythic Government"
class scheduled for 7 p.m. Wednesdays in JCI41 is not being
offered through the Extx.rimental
College as indicated in Monday’s
Daily.
While the one -unit class is of
an experimental nature, being
run by a student, it is being offered by the Political Science Deparement There are still openings in the class for students who
attend tonight.

’Instant Insanity’
Inventor Speaks

sui.

1

AUTOMATION

INSTITUTE
25 N. l4th, San Jose 95112
An Educational Affiliate of

CONTRql. DAIA
C Q Ft PoP akr. 1 0 N

Frank Armbruster, inventor of
the Instant Insanity block puzzle,
will speak to the Faculty Wives
Club at 12 noon Feb. 18, at the
Village House in Loa Gatos.
rmhruster wil speak on "Con-ions of an Under-Achiever"
following the luncheon.
Faculty wives and guests may
make reservations for the $3.25
luncheon by calling Mrs. Gerald
Rialson or Mrs. James Grant before Monday.
-

iloc)!.. Haying Made Easy

cpaPterit

1

Ski Club, 7:30 p.m., Art 133.
V.ivhington’s Birthday trip to
Tahoe North Shore to be planned
and membership and tee shirts
to he sold.
Filipino . American Students
Association ( FASIA ), 3:30 p.m.,
CU -Almaden-B Room. General
meeting.
Hiliel Foundation, 8 p.m.. CU Pacifica Room. Important meeting to discuss House dedication
and possible ski trip.
Progressive Asian . American
Coalition (PAA(’), 7:30 p.m., CUL’isitanikan Room. Asian -American ethnic studies proposals to
discussed.

geokStope

get to the

cpaptatt gook-Jtoe

Experimental Classes Now Offered
Students Can Sign Up in A.S. Office
Classts on Buddhism, student
political activism,
the Model
United Nations, astrology and

Proposed
Budget
Increase

ire among
the polities of
those available its listed in the
Experimental College Catalogue.
Sign up is in the Associated Students Office, third level of the
College Union.
Experimental College Catalogues can be obtained from the
Associated Students Office..

Daily Library
Tours Continue
Tours of the library which
proved successful last Fall are
continuing this semester, according to Librarian Mary Jo Petersehmidt. The orientation tours
will be held week days until Friday, Feb. 20, at 10:30 a.m., 1:30
and 2:30 p.m. The 40-minute tour
begins at Library Central, first
floor.

The GRADUATE ADVANI

You have nothing to fear

will be recruiting stinlent, for gralluate
work in all department* and schools MI

btil fear itself

Februar,), 13. 1970
9

a.m. -

aupport still he aisiiilable. or call:
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Joecithilic Ortiz. 1213.1 avn.2.-i2it

artan Daily Classifieds

,,

Beer)

LOVELY EMPIRE STYLE WEDDING
DRESS and veil. Size 10. 80st offer
741.9757.
WATSON’S AMERICAN INDIAN ART
’T-toovy basic’s, rugs, pottery, jewelry
; ,:nfinos Air cen ’Indian beads, NW
. &
heavy incense. Come
nxt_ept Mon. 12-5. Oen,
I
W. Pi.,
L

FEMALE to share room in basement r
Large Mansion. Everybody’s tight era
loose. 101 S. 12th, 293.9818 Jody.
LARGE HOUSE for rent. Students only
maximum 5. $260/mo. 295-7438,
WANTED married couple no children to
manage 16 unit Apt. Close to College.
Phone 344-0739 collect.
ONE MALE ROOMMATE wanted.
Apartment on North 5th. $55 plus utilities. Carl 2874931.
ROOMMATES WANTED-to share large
3 Bedroom House with 4 others. Studio
Space Available. $50/mo. 292.5212.
ANYBODY NEEDED to share I bedroom
barely furnished Apt, with one other
inquire within 620 S. 9th # 20.
LARGE HOUSE needs 2 roommates. $60
each. Phone 297.0803. Upper Division
Students, Please.
I FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share
furn. comfortable house w/one other girl,
3 blocks from campus. $50 Utilities paid.
Call 286.9914.
STATE HOUSE APTS. Vacancy 2 bdrm.
2 bath. fun. Girls pref. Call 297-8596.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Upper
division. Share 2 bdrm. with 2 others.
$50. Call Tony 294.5590 / 433-4540
collect.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed immediately to share clean, cozy 2 bdrm. apt.
427 S. 5th #I0. 292.8175.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
apt. with 3 others. $45/mo. 384 E. William *7. 293.0990. Close ho Campus.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
I bdrm. Apt. $60/mo. I block from
campus. POOL. Call 739-6887.

PHOTO
want

f you can take rall-c-b;el.;-.1
,rt time pay, call Mr. Hopp,

WITH THIS AD

Limit one ad per person
at one time.

One day

3 limes
4 lines
5 lines
6 Ilnes

1.50
2.01/-2.503.00

Add this
amount for
oath addl.
tonal tine

.50

SERVICES (8)
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baster, Phone
244-5581.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jose.
258-4335 143 Bahama Way,
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Electric.
Term papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker, 294-0076 Weekdays only 8.6.
CAMPUS Dating Service $2.00. Meet
your ideal match, 296-3533.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract.
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Etches 251.
2598,
EXPERT Licensed Care 0.6 Yrs. For SJS
Students. Off Senter Rd. Full or Part
Time Day & Eve. 298.2955.

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

sold one used log cabin for a real profit in
the Spartan Daily Classified Ads. SO CAN
YOU. See us today in JC 206.

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

MON.-WED.-FRI.
II -1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30
Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294.6414, Ext. 2465

sOCr

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

Two days

Three days

Four days

Rye days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
325
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $
Phone

City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 13, 1970

DOG LOST --C 1:-m3n Pinscher P
of lath and Reed.
Black and Tan.
Reward $50.00. Call 205-7496.
LOST: MALE, WHITE PEKINGESE. Lost
at 6th and Jul an. Call Cory. 295.4569 or
bring by 336 N. 6th St.

To Place
an ad:

ABE LINCOLN

CLASSIFIED RATES
-Minimum
Three lines
One day

LOST ANIVFOUND let

MEET your perfect match. Campus
Dating Service $2. 296-3533.
TYPING-my home. Electric Typewriter
-PICA Type-Near Westgate Shopping
Center, 379.5098.
MEET your perfect match. Campus Dating Ser.4-n $2. 796.3533 - - TV’S FOR RENT -- SPECIAL STUDENT
,
nth. Call 377-2935,
LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE? RATE $9
There is space in the college residence
halls. Applications may be picked up in
the Housing Office. 319 S. 5th St. *6.

HELP WANYED (8)

if

center

Information on utlinisaioniv and financial

no sweat at the

HEATHERLEE Agoncins now h,tina part.
treeR, temporary babyMters and house
knec’ors 796-3533.
VOLUNTEER HELP OF ALL KINDS is
- nna-by Girl Scout Troops.
4"
.
I
74E 7226 or 294.7650.
PART T!ME & TEMP. babysitters and
, .
needed, Heatherless Age,

Sixth and Santa Clara

3 p.m.

at the placement

Book buying is

?cm Sale

RED BARN

T

PROGRAM of UCLA

The 1970-71 operational budget
of SJS is up nearly $2 million,
as proposed last week by Gov.
Reagan, hut capital outlay expenditures are expected to drop
drastically.
Full-time equivalent enrollment
is expected to rise from 18,200
to 19.040 in the coming year. Tin.
actual number of individual sin
dents, including part timers, sk
increase from 22,750 to 23.5.v
This will be the third largest ot
the 19-campus, state college system. Slightly larger will be San
Diego and Long Beach State
Colleges.
Reagan proposes 829,700,401 for
"IN THE COLLEGE UNION"
next year’s campus operations
compared with $27.945,666 this
year.
Capital outlay spending hiikk ever, has been limited to
OW compared to more than stl..
million in the current budget.
New capital outlay items recommended by the governor include $150,000 for business clasroom building equipment, 575,10v ,
DOMESTIC HELP WANTED - Coed
for corporation yard equipment :
- live in board and room.
v .ANPIOU NCEMEISITS Ill
Mother’s Helper, light housework. Curtiss
$80.000 for utilities, and $44.000
,y, 265.0184 after 6 p.m. or
for plans to remodel the AdminiCAR RALLsrE START
297 ,’i Ext. 681 Weekdays.
stration Building.
SATURDAY,
According to the Reagan bud!FE. Entry
HOUSING 151
-5 welcome.
get, average stale support for
see between
each full-time student will Is,
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed - to
$1,494 next year. This is up from
PERSONNEL SPECIALIST A select. up. share I bdrm. apt. $50/mo. 357 E. San
$1.46.9 this year, but below Gs.
le listing of 225 Fernando #I, Call Kathy, 286.5673.
statewide college average
1
3
31 Relations Man- I WANT to share an apt. starting Feb.
’ ,-,ges, 85.08 248th St., 1, 1970. Near campus, prefer own bed426.
room. Write or call Bob Kotch, 7303
$1Fu533R-time equivalent enrollment
for all state college campuses is CHARTER FLIGHTS, Oakland to Lon- Kraft Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
returns
June 20
Aug. (213) 765-8778.
expected to jump from 180.390
2
,
,waii: Mar. 21-28 $215. FEMALE STUDENT: serious. non-smoking.
this year to 197.510 next year.
n Fare and accommcda- Nice room for rent with kitchen prin.
Statewide, Reagan cut touts
= .
to Acapulco: Mar. 14.21. 287-3125 or 293-9390 after 2.
capital campus expansion and im24 Mar. 28 -Apr. 4. Price $275 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to
in
SF
Acapulco
inclAes flight fare share 2 bdrm. furnished apartment with
from
this
provement projects
datbrs C,,ntact Gary 2 others. 726 S. 10th St. *5, $37.50/mo.
year’s $53.2 million to $34.7 milCall 294-1635.
lion in 1970-71.
ROOMMATES needed
State Finance Director Verne YOGA & MEDITATION.-Tes. & Thurs. I OR 2 FEMALE
’-,,,.(riorne Way, S.J. to share 2 bdrm. apt. with 2 others. NonOrr said both the state colleges
smokers preferred. 561 S. 7th, 294-5208
and the University of California
call Misaye or Ellen.
DO YOU WANT TO BUILD a Christian
have agreed, on the basis of the C
s Newman Center - 79 ROOM AVAILABLE. Inquire Mrs. Hawkins. 406 South 4th St.
new budget proposals to accept
t
25
9 a.m.. 5 p.m.:
; -I It Ma
4 p.m. Mon. thru WANTED FEMALE senior or grad stuall qualified students, though not
(neat) to share modern 2 bedTrdent
5 p.m. 1St. Patrick’s - 5 p.m.)
necessarily at campuses of their
room, 2 bath apt. 333 N. 5, *2. 29EA
11.40 a.m. and 4 c choice.
7642.
Last week in Los Angeles,
ONE GIRL NEEDED to share 2 bdrm
AUTOMOTIVE ’12)
Glenn S. Dumke, chancelor of
rn :se with three others. Prefer Senior
So-. Major. $42.50 rno. Call 287.3929.
the California State Colleges.
350 KAWASAKI-for sale, Best Price ROOMMATE WANTED. Male. for 2
said Reagan’s budget proposals o--i takes it,
Keith 286-0183.
townhouse. Pool, Poll Table and
do "not provide for the improved CHEV, 64 Impale SS. Radio, Htr. Auto bedroom
Patio. $85.00. Call Chuck 3603 Greenlee
quality of the academic pro- Trans. Par. Steering. Brakes. New Tires, Dr. No. 3. 296-3617..
Brakes. $600 941-1255 Eves.
gram."
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
Dumke was dismayed by lack ’68 MALIBU yellow/blk. Int.. Top. 327 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartment with 3
A
’
’a
is
trade
or
Warranty.
$2250
others.
Call 786-4538.
of budget funds for:
-or car. 797-7426 aft. 5.
. , Expansion of the Education
STEP VAN, o7 l -t
Reid. Mech. Cond.
Opportunity Program.
E
St. 286-5806 248
.. A Board of Trustees-apj ’
".".
5 p.m. is best.
proved plan for year-round ’65 TOYOTA LAND CRUISER in too
operation through establish.
low
. new top. reblt
Jeft
’-1415/324-1996,
ment of a quarter system.
HOUSE TRAILER - ’135 Perfect
.. Faculty research.
. F
Call 257-t029,
C
"The California State Colleges," Dumke said, "cannot con- DODGE CUSTOM CAMPER - 1953
Call 257-8028.
tinue to offer quality education
TRIUMPH of 250. 5000 rains. New
to our young people if we are unt"
,t offer. Call Dab
able to provide salary and fringebenefit programs which are comp, it ika. with other colleges and
"
um%

CHEESEBURGER, FRIES AND
SMALL DRINK (Coke, Orange, or Root

CHICANOS

(13 Announcements (I)
0 Autamothe (2)
0 For Sole (3)

D nein Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
17] Lam and Found (6)

0 Personals (7)
0 sonless (8)
0 TrensisixteRea (1)

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
96114
New Misr 2 days alter

pacing for

ad to anew

Days

1

